
Abstract
Agricultural crops classification capability of single band
full polarization SAR data with different classification
methods was evaluated using AIRSAR L-band polarimetric
SAR data. It has been found that if only maximum likelihood
(ML) classifiers, such as Wishart-maximum likelihood (WML)
and normal distribution probability density functions (PDF)-
based Maximum Likelihood (NML) classifier can be utilized,
it is better to choose WML directly applied to complex
coherency or covariance matrix. NML cannot achieve accept-
able classification result if intensity and phase images
derived from coherency matrix are directly used for training
the classifier. But if these images were supplied to the
spatial-spectral based classifier, Extraction and Classifica-
tion of Homogenous Objects (ECHO), higher classification
accuracy can be obtained. Very low crop types discrimina-
tion accuracy has been observed when only H-Alpha
polarimetric decomposition resultant images, such as entropy,
alpha and anisotropy, were supplied to NML or a spatial-
spectral based classifier such as ECHO.

Introduction
Spaceborne remote sensing has long been an important and
effective data source for land-cover mapping due to the wide
coverage and repetitive observations. In general, two major
kinds of remote sensing data sources are available today:
optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Because of the
extensive occurrence of clouds and rainy weather conditions
for certain areas, land-cover information cannot be fre-
quently captured by optical sensors. Presently, only single-
frequency, single or two polarization SAR data is available on
space systems. However, it has been shown that land-cover
features cannot be significantly separated using single-or
two-band backscattering signatures. With the advent of
polarimetric spaceborne SAR systems, such as RADARSAT-2
(C-band) and ALOS PALSAR (L-band), the interest for simple,
robust, and accurate polarimetric classification and biophysi-
cal parameter estimation algorithms for monitoring applica-
tions is increasing. Classification accuracies between
polarimetric data, dual polarization and single polarization
SAR data have been evaluated for P-band, L-band, and C-
Band using two JPL AIRSAR data sets (Lee et al., 2001), where
the fully polarimetric and multi-polarization classification
algorithms were developed based on the principle of the
maximum likelihood (ML) classifier and all PDFs were
derived from the complex Wishart distribution under the
circular Gaussian assumption for complex polarimetric data.
Hoekman and Vissers (2003) developed a new reversible
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transform of the covariance matrix into backscatter intensi-
ties in order to describe the full polarimetric target proper-
ties in a mathematically alternative way, allowing for the
development of simple, versatile, and robust classifiers
based on simpler statistic descriptions. In this study, the
same L-Band AIRSAR data set used by Lee et al. (2001) was
investigated to evaluate the classification performance of
several different classification methods with the aim to
determine one generalized fully polarization data classifica-
tion frame, which can be carried out using common remote
sensing software, instead of specialized POLSAR classification
tools not yet widely available to end users today.

Test Site and Earth Observation Dataset
The JPL L-Band polarimetric SAR dataset of Flevoland, The
Netherlands, is used for this crop classification study. The
scene number of the JPL dataset is Flevoland-056–1. The
AIRSAR image has a size of 1024 � 750 pixels and a pixel
size of 6.6 m in the slant range direction and 12.1 m in
the azimuth direction (Lee et al., 2001). This dataset was
collected in mid-August 1989 during the MAESTRO-1
Campaign. Calibration to remove the cross-talk and the
channel imbalance was done by JPL. The SAR dataset and
test site are the same as the AIRSAR dataset introduced by
Lee et al. (2001), but only L-band data is available for this
study (Figure 1). The ground truth land-cover map col-
lected during the campaign, also published by Lee et al.
(2001), was used to define the training and test areas for
this study. Figure 2 is the manually digitized ground truth
image based on the Figure 1b of Lee et al. (2001). Because
it is difficult to distinguish beat from pea crops according
to their colors in the printed form of the ground truth map,
the reproduced crop type image shown in Figure 2 has
combined the two classes into one class named as beat-
peas. Although there was almost 50 percent of the ground
truth map not labeled during the campaign and the total
area of the map was very small, it was valuable for polari-
metric SAR classification study because of its detailed
terrain type information.

Classifier training and accuracy testing sample areas
were defined independently according to the ground truth
image shown in Figure 2. Training samples and test samples
were collected based on these defined areas and the corre-
sponding SAR images to be used for classification. Table 1
shows the total number of training and testing samples for
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each desired classes. Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution
of training and testing areas of the 10 classes. The color
legend is the same as the legend shown in Figure 2.

SAR Data Preprocessing and Classification Methods
Polarimetric Matrix Formation and Speckle Filtering
Fully polarimetric SAR measures the complex scattering
matrix of a medium with quad-polarization. The scattering
matrix in a linear horizontal and vertical polarization base
can be expressed as a scattering matrix,

(1)

where SVH is the scattering element of horizontal transmit-
ting and vertical receiving polarization, and the other three
elements are similarly defined. For the reciprocal backscat-
tering case SHV � SVH, the polarimetric scattering informa-
tion can be represented by a complex vector

(2)

where the superscript “T” denotes the matrix transpose. Thev2 on the term is to ensure consistency in the span (total
power) computation. A polarimetric covariance matrix can
be formed by

(3)

where the superscript “*” denotes the complex conjugate.
Alternatively, the Pauli-based scattering matrix for a pixel
can be used. Let

(4)

Ti is the coherency matrix of the one-look ith pixel. Polarimet-
ric SAR data are frequently multi-look processed for speckle
reduction and data volume compression by averaging neigh-
boring pixels. The multi-look coherency matrix becomes

(5)

where Ti is the coherency matrix representation, which has
the advantage over the covariance matrix of relating to
underlying physical scattering mechanisms. The covariance
matrix and coherency are linearly related. The covariance
matrix can be converted into coherency matrix by the
following linear transform:

(6)

For the preprocessing of the AIRSAR dataset in this
study, a scattering matrix [S] was derived from original
SAR data file and transformed into a coherency matrix [T]
without multi-looking processing, because the original
dataset has already been multi-look processed by applying
one four-look average in the Stokes matrix (Lee et al., 2001).
Then, coherency matrix [T] was filtered using the Lee filter
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Figure 1. L-Band fully polarimetric SAR image of the test
site represented in Pauli matrix: dark grey (red) for
|HH-VV|, black (green) for |HV| � |VH|, light grey (blue)
for |HH � VV| (© NASA JPL). A color version of this figure
is available on the ASPRS website: www.asprs.org.

Figure 2. Ground truth map reproduced from the
published journal paper of Lee et al. (2001) (courtesy of
J.S Lee and E. Pottier). A color version of this figure is
available on the ASPRS website: www.asprs.org.
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(Lee et al., 1999) with widow size 5*5 and a standard
deviation to mean ratio of 0.5.

Supervised Wishart-Maximum Likelihood Classifier (WML)
The WML is a ML classifier designed on the basis of the complex
Wishart distribution for the polarimetric covariance matrix (Lee
et al., 1994a). Since a covariance matrix can be converted to a
coherency matrix by a linear transform, the coherency matrix
also has the complex Wishart distribution (Lee et al., 1994b),
and the classification using the coherency matrix should
produce the same results as using the covariance matrix.

Let V � E [�T�]; the probability density function for the
coherency matrix is

(7)
and

where q � 3 for the reciprocal case, and q � 4 for the
bistatic case, Tr is the trace of a matrix, n is the number of
looks, and K is a normalization factor (Lee et al., 1994a).
Following the same procedure as in the paper of Lee et al.
(1994b), a distance measure between a sample coherency
matrix and a cluster mean of the mth class, Vm is

(8)

In Equation 8, P(m)is the a priori probability of class m.
The class mean is defined as the mean of �T� for all pixels
belong to the mth class, or

(9)

where �m is the set of pixels belonging to the mth class. In
general applications without knowledge of a priori probabil-
ity, P(m) is assumed to be equal for all m, and an equivalent
distance measure is

(10)

This distance measure is independent of the number of
looks, so it can also be applied to multi-look processed or
speckle-filtered polarimetric SAR data. In supervised classifi-
cation, training sets are manually pre-selected to compute
Vm, then the pixel is assigned the class with minimum
distance. Mathematically, the pixel is assigned to class �m, if

for all �j  ≠ �m.  (11)

Normal Distribution-based Maximum Likelihood Classifier (NML)
The NML is the most widely-used maximum likelihood classifier
being supported by almost all the commercial remote sensing
image processing software. It is based on the probability density
function of a normal distribution and assumes all the feature
variables in a feature vector are independent of each other. In
this study, the intensity image corresponding to T11, T12, T13
and T22, T23, T33 and the phase image corresponding to T12, T13
and T23 were extracted from filtered [T] matrix. These nine
variables are assumed to be independent and combined in
different ways as feature vectors to the NML classifier.

Spatial-spectral Classifier
The Spatial-spectral classifier is a kind of multi-scale
classification based on an image segmentation algorithm.
The spatial autocorrelation presents in the contiguous
pixels of a classified image can help to automatically

d��T�,Vm� � d��T�,Vj�
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES FOR EACH CLASS

Class Name Stem Bean Forest Potatoes Lucerne Wheat Bare Soil Beat-peas Rape Seed Grass Water Total

Class symbol C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Training 1193 4439 4447 4504 10071 2520 8263 7467 3503 630 47037
Testing 2067 3169 4239 4792 10658 2030 7866 3252 2611 594 41278

Figure 3. Training areas (a) and testing areas (b)
defined according to ground truth map shown in
Figure 2. These areas were defined directly on the
ground truth image (Figure 2), so they are inde-
pendent from the SAR image shown in Figure 1. The
background gray scale image is |HH-VV|. A color
version of this figure is available on the ASPRS
website: www.asprs.org.
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identify those regions or segments in an image that may
correspond to the objects of interest. In this study, Extrac-
tion and Classification of Homogenous Objects (ECHO)
(Kettig and Landgrebe, 1976), one implementation of spatial-
spectral classification in Multispec® software, was used to
evaluate classification performance of SAR intensity images,
phase images, H-Alpha-A decomposition images, and their
combinations.

Classification Methods to be Evaluated
Seven classification methods were designed with different
classifiers and input images. All the methods based on the
same training and testing areas as described in the Test Site
section. The first method is the Wishart-maximum classifier
applied to the coherency matrix, the classical method devel-
oped by the polarimetric SAR experts but not implemented in
common remote sensing image processing software. The other
classifiers evaluated can be found easily in almost all the
remote sensing image processing software or tools:

1. WML-([T]): Wishart-maximum classifier (WML) applied to
coherency matrix [T].

2. NML-(6I): Normal distribution maximum likelihood classifier
(NML) applied to the six intensity images derived from [T]
matrix in the way introduced above.

3. NML-(6I � 3P): NML-based on all six intensity and three phase
images.

4. ECHO-(6I � 3P): ECHO classifier applied to all six intensity
and three phase images.

5. NML-(H � Alpha � A): NML to entropy (H), Alpha and
anisotropy (A) images, which were generated from H-Alpha
polarimetric decomposition (Cloude and Pottier, 1997).

6. ECHO-(H � Alpha � A): ECHO to entropy (H), Alpha and
anisotropy (A) images.

7. ECHO-(6I � H � Alpha � A): ECHO to 6 intensity, entropy
(H), Alpha and anisotropy (A) images.

Results and Analysis
Producer accuracy (percent) was calculated from test
samples for different classification methods listed in
Table 2. The total classification accuracy of WML-([T]) is
75.2 percent, 10 percent higher than NML-(6I) and 8.6
percent higher than NML-(6I � 3P). Figure 4 shows the
accuracy difference of each class for the three methods.
Apparently, the performance of WML-([T]) was the best
among them. It has been shown that the polarimetric
covariance matrix has a complex multivariate Wishart
distribution (Lee et al., 1994b). So the classification
accuracy difference between WML and NML may be caused
by the false normal distribution assumption adopted by

the NML classifier. Furthermore, NML assumes that the
variables are independent of each other, but the six
intensity and phase variables are not independent accord-
ing to the Wishart distribution assumption. So if only
ML classifiers can be utilized, it is better to choose
WML directly applied to coherency or covariance matrix.
However, if a spatial-spectral classification method such
as ECHO is used, the classification accuracy can be signifi-
cantly improved. As shown in Table 1, the ECHO classifi-
cation achieved a total accuracy of 81.3, i.e., 6.1 percent
higher than that of WML.

Putting phase images into the NML classifier as shown in
the column of NML-(6I � 3P) of Table 2, increasing classifi-
cation accuracy only a little (1.4 percent). Figure 5 showed
that both NML and ECHO cannot get acceptable classification
results if only H-Alpha polarimetric decomposition images
were used for classification; the total accuracy of them were
all below 53 percent (see Table 2). The last column of Table 2
indicated to us that if the six intensity images were com-
bined with the entropy, alpha, and anisotropy, an accuracy
of 77 percent was achieved, which is 1.8 percent higher
than the WML classifier. So, we can conclude that if tradi-
tional classification methods such as NML and spatial-spectral
classifier should be used for polarimetric classification, it is
better to choose spatial-spectral-based classifier ECHO with
all the information that can be derived from complex
coherency matrix. For example, in addition to the six
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TABLE 2. PRODUCER’S ACCURACY (%) FOR DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATION METHODS BASED ON TEST SAMPLES

Classification Methods

Class NML- ECHO- ECHO-
Symbol WML-([T]) NML-(6I) NML-(6I � 3P) ECHO-(6I � 3P) (H � Alpha � A) (H � Alpha � A) (6I � H � Alpha � A)

C1 81.0 78.1 77.7 85.5 6.8 0.1 86.4
C2 51.6 48.3 56.3 89.2 67.8 96.3 85.4
C3 61.5 54.6 54.3 79.2 33.9 54.9 73.2
C4 80.1 69.0 69.6 85.9 2.6 1.1 78.3
C5 69.4 64.4 61.0 81.9 18.8 78.3 73.7
C6 96.5 98.3 98.2 97.1 91.8 96.7 96.8
C7 84.8 80.9 85.7 94.4 48.4 48.5 92.5
C8 56.0 14.4 18.9 17.8 9.9 0.5 23.3
C9 71.1 72.1 76.5 84.1 40.6 59.7 75.6
C10 100.0 99.5 99.8 99.8 81.3 95.5 100.0
Total 75.2 65.2 66.6 81.3 32.5 52.6 77.0

Figure 4. Classification performance comparison of WML
and NML classification methods.
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intensity images that should be used, you can integrate them
with either the three phase images derived from coherency
matrix or the three H-Alpha-A decomposition resultant
images for ECHO classification.

Classification results for different classification meth-
ods are shown in Figure 6 (the legend of which is the same

as that of Figure 2); each graphic from Figure 6a through
6g represents their corresponding classification method’s
name, and their classification accuracy can be looked up
in Table 2. The classification result shown in Figure 6e
is very poor because the classification map appears very
noisy. Figure 6f is too smooth to describe the real crop
distribution pattern in detail. The other graphics show
us that all the other classification methods can produce
acceptable results; there exists differences between them
but not much. In addition, ECHO result is apparently smoother
than WML and NML classifier, while it losses some details of
small objects.

Conclusions
Some classification methods have been designed for
quantitative evaluation of polarimetric classification for
agricultural crop identification. It has been found that if
only maximum likelihood classifiers, such as WML and
NML can be utilized, it is better to choose the WML method
and to apply the coherency or covariance matrix. NML
provided by most commercial remote sensing data pro-
cessing software cannot achieve acceptable classification
results if intensity images and phase images are directly
used for training the classifier. But if these images are
supplied to a spatial-spectral-based classifier such as
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Figure 5. Classification performance comparison of NML
and ECHO classification methods.

Figure 6. Classification results for different classification methods evaluated. The
legend is the same as that of Figure 2. Each graphic from (a) through (h) represented
with their corresponding classification method: (a) WML-([T]), (b) NML-(6I), (c) NML-(6I
� 3P), (d) ECHO-(6I � 3P), (e) NML-(H � Alpha � A), (f) ECHO-(H � Alpha � A), and
(g) ECHO-(6I � H � Alpha � A). Their classification accuracy can be found in Table 2.
A color version of this figure is available on the ASPRS website: www.asprs.org.
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ECHO, implemented in some widely-used software such
as Multispec®, higher classification accuracies can be
obtained. Although, H-Alpha decomposition images have
proved to be useful for H-Alpha segmentation and Wishart-
H-Alpha unsupervised terrain type classification. However,
very low crop type discrimination accuracy can be
achieved only when entropy, alpha, and anisotropy
images are supplied to NML and ECHO classifiers.
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Figure 6. (Continued) Classification results for different classification methods
evaluated. The legend is the same as that of Figure 2. Each graphic from (a) through
(h) is represented with their corresponding classification method: (a) WML-([T]), (b)
NML-(6I), (c) NML-(6I � 3P), (d) ECHO-(6I � 3P), (e) NML-(H � Alpha � A), (f) ECHO-(H
� Alpha � A), and (g) ECHO-(6I � H � Alpha � A). Their classification accuracy can
be found in Table 2. A color version of this figure is available on the ASPRS website:
www.asprs.org.
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